Warning for RIPPLE investors.
It was recently announced that the company behind RIPPLE is being now being
investigated by the Securities and Exchange Commission in the USA.
As such some exchanges are announcing plans to de-list RIPPLE from their exchanges,
meaning it will no longer be able to be traded. Under the WARNINGS section of our web
site regarding crypto-currencies we assert the following...
"Crypto-currency exchanges are relatively immature and less reliable than established stock
exchanges. Should exchanges experience difficulties, de-list or refuse to trade particular
virtual currencies, we CANNOT guarantee to buy or sell those virtual currencies unless and
until the exchanges are trading them normally again."
What does this mean ?
If you wish to continue to hold RIPPLE, then you may do so, though at some point in the
future we may refuse to trade it, or refuse to store it on your behalf. There is increased risk
that you may be unable to sell your holding through us or elsewhere in the future.
Are other crypto-currencies at risk ?
We do not believe Bitcoin, Litecoin or Ethereum are at risk from a similar threat. This is
because Ripple is controlled by an individual corporation, whereas Bitcoin, Litecoin and
Ethereum and truly decentralized and not controlled by anyone. Millions of companies and
individuals worldwide actively mine and contribute to these decentralized networks.
What should I do ? What do you recommend ?
If you wish to continue to hold RIPPLE, then you may do so. If you wish to simply sell your
RIPPLE, then currently you may also do so. However if you wish to exit your RIPPLE

investment, but still stay invested in crypto-currencies, we would recommend simply
switching for a more established and truly decentralized crypto-currency such as Bitcoin,
Litecoin or Ethereum.
Further information.
For a full news article covering the filing. https://cointelegraph.com
The full text of the SEC filing can be found here. SEC Complaint re. Ripple Labs.

